Introduction
============

Lung cancer is one of the most common malignancies and is the leading cause of cancer-associated mortality worldwide ([@b1-or-0-0-7399]). In Korea, the incidence of lung cancer has continuously increased and since 2005 it has been the most frequent cause of cancer-associated mortality in both men and women ([@b2-or-0-0-7399]). Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts for \~80% of all lung cancer cases, and it includes adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma and large cell carcinoma. Despite the advancements in different treatment strategies, including surgery, chemotherapy, radiation and their combinations, the prognosis of NSCLC has not been markedly improved, with a 5-year overall survival rate \<20% ([@b3-or-0-0-7399]).

The identification of several genetic mutations, the so-called 'growth drivers' of NSCLC carcinogenesis, has led to the development of targeted cancer therapy and the search for biological markers for the prediction of therapy responses. Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation is a key mechanism of carcinogenesis in certain lung adenocarcinomas since it promotes the growth and division of tumor cells through sustained activation of a kinase receptor. Thus, inhibition of EGFR kinase activity with drugs, such as gefitinib is an example of effective targeted therapy ([@b4-or-0-0-7399]--[@b8-or-0-0-7399]). The KRAS gene mutation is considered crucial for the carcinogenesis of various cancer types, including NSCLC ([@b9-or-0-0-7399],[@b10-or-0-0-7399]). KRAS can act in the downstream part of the cellular signaling pathways, which is activated by mutant EGFR. Therefore, increased KRAS activity in tumor cells due to mutations is a well-known predictor of therapeutic resistance to EGFR inhibitors; however, to the best of our knowledge, there are no treatments that directly target KRAS activation yet ([@b11-or-0-0-7399]--[@b13-or-0-0-7399]). In 2007, a fusion of echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4 (EML4) gene and anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) gene, EML4-ALK, was identified to be a strong carcinogenic factor leading to cell proliferation and cancer development by increasing the kinase activity of the ALK gene ([@b14-or-0-0-7399]). The ALK gene fusion has \>20 partners but is most frequently partnered with EML4 ([@b15-or-0-0-7399]--[@b17-or-0-0-7399]), and has been reported to occur in 2--10% of all lung cancer patients, primarily in adenocarcinomas ([@b18-or-0-0-7399]--[@b22-or-0-0-7399]). Although the EGFR mutation and ALK fusion may coexist in younger and non-smoking patients with adenocarcinomas, the simultaneous occurrence of EGFR mutation and ALK fusion has been reported to be very rare and considered to be virtually exclusive ([@b23-or-0-0-7399]--[@b25-or-0-0-7399]). Concerning the lung adenocarcinomas with EGFR mutation, numerous studies have reported the clinicopathological features in Korean patients ([@b26-or-0-0-7399]--[@b30-or-0-0-7399]); however, there has been a relatively small number of studies regarding lung cancer cases with ALK fusion in Korea ([@b21-or-0-0-7399],[@b29-or-0-0-7399]--[@b31-or-0-0-7399]), partly because the National Health Insurance Service (NHIS) in Korea did not start covering ALK inhibitor treatment for advanced ALK-positive lung cancer until 2015. The first aim of the present study was to evaluate the status of key driver mutations, particularly the ALK rearrangement in Korean patients with NSCLC and the associations with clinicopathological characteristics.

The current diagnostic methods for detection of ALK fusion include florescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH), immunohistochemistry (IHC), reverse transcription-quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) and next-generation sequencing (NGS) analyses. Until recently the ALK FISH was the gold standard of diagnosis and the ALK IHC or NGS analyses had limited uses as screening or auxiliary tools. However, FISH has several well-known limitations. It is labor-intensive, time-consuming and operator-dependent in both preparation and interpretation processes ([@b32-or-0-0-7399]). A number of studies have reported that ALK IHC produces almost 100% concordant results with ALK FISH, although there are always some discrepancies ([@b22-or-0-0-7399],[@b33-or-0-0-7399]--[@b35-or-0-0-7399]). After the anti-ALK (D5F3) CDx assay (Ventana^®^) was approved as a stand-alone ALK diagnostic test by the USA Food and Drug Administration, a large study in 2017 reported that dichotomous ALK IHC with D5F3 should be the standard diagnostic test to select patients with NSCLC who benefit from ALK inhibitor treatment, since it better predicted the tumor response rate and survival after crizotinib treatment compared with ALK FISH ([@b36-or-0-0-7399]). NGS enables prompt detection of various genetic alterations, including ALK fusion, and is increasingly cost-effective; it is expected to overtake the existing ALK diagnostic tests. An evidence-based guideline for the molecular diagnosis and treatment of lung cancer, jointly reported by the International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC), College of American Pathologists (CAP), and Association for American Molecular Pathology (AMP), recently reported that NGS panels are preferred over single gene tests to identify other treatment options beyond ALK, EGFR, and ROS1 inhibitors, emphasizing the importance of NGS for the detection of genetic alterations in lung cancer ([@b37-or-0-0-7399]). In Korea, the NHIS recently began to contribute to the cost of NGS testing for cancer patients; however, it does not yet contribute to the costs of targeted drug treatments, including ALK inhibitors, according to the results of NGS analyses, partly due to the insufficient data on NGS results of Korean patients with cancer. Therefore, the second aim of the present study was to compare the different diagnostic tests for ALK fusion in Korean patients with lung cancer and to investigate the possibility of NGS as a new standard ALK diagnostic test.

Materials and methods
=====================

### Case selection and clinical data collection

A total of 482 NSCLC specimens with ALK gene status evaluated by FISH were collected and stored in the Biobank of Korea University Guro Hospital between 2012 and 2018. The glass slides were reviewed for histological diagnosis and immunohistochemical features, including ALK (5A4; Novocastra), TTF-1 (8G7G3/1; Dako; Agilent Technologies, Inc.), and napsin A (polyclonal; Cell Marque). The formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue blocks of 10 patients, stored for \<3 years to minimize the degradation of DNA and RNA, were selected for NGS analysis, and consisted of five ALK FISH-positive and five ALK FISH-negative adenocarcinomas ([@b38-or-0-0-7399],[@b39-or-0-0-7399]). The clinical information included age, sex, smoking history, cancer stage according to the 8th Edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer staging manual, genetic mutation status and survival. All the glass slides, paraffin blocks and clinical information were provided by the Human Biobank of Korea University Guro Hospital, which collects patients\' samples and medical information at the time of biopsies or surgical excisions of their tumors, with the written informed consent for future research use. The present study was conducted with the approval of the Institutional Review Board of Korea University Guro Hospital (approval no. 2018GR0357).

### NGS analysis

HiSeq or MiSeq of Illumina, Inc. and Iron Torrent of Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc. are the most widely used NGS platforms. A number of researchers prefer MiSeq of Illumina, Inc. due to its high diversity of gene selection and its ability to obtain large amounts of genetic information. However, when it is used with customized cancer panels, high quality DNA of ≥200--300 ng is required. In addition, the device is costly, operator-dependent and labor-intensive. Whereas, Ion Torrent, even though the selection range is limited, is cost-effective and can be used with low quality DNA if the target gene is spared. Sequencing with Ampliseq Cancer Hotspot Panel enables targeted sequencing from 10 ng of DNA; however, frequent errors and missing copy number variations (CNVs) are disadvantages ([@b38-or-0-0-7399],[@b40-or-0-0-7399]). Therefore, selection of an appropriate platform depends on the purpose of the experiment, and the quantity and quality of the DNA extracted from the available samples. The present study selected the Miseq system (Illumina, Inc.) with customized cancer panels to obtain a large amount of genetic information.

For DNA analyses, the paraffin tissue blocks containing enough, viable tumor cells were selected and sectioned to a thickness of 10 µm. The DNA was extracted with Qiagen GeneRead DNA FFPE kit (Qiagen Sciences, Inc.). The sample purity was evaluated by the absorbance ratio at 260/280 and the samples with a ratio between 1.8 and 2.1 were considered appropriate for further analyses. The DNA integrity numbers (DINs) of samples were measured by Agilent 4200 TapeStation system (Agilent Technologies, Inc.) and those with a DIN \>3 were selected for further analysis. The DNA library construction, target sequence hybridization and purification of captured sequences were conducted using xGen^®^ Lockdown^®^ probes and reagents (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.) and Dynabeads M-270 Streptavidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc), according to the manufacturers\' protocols. The 80 different oncogenes included in the DNA hybridization probes are presented in [Table SI](#SD1-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Following target hybridization and purification, the sequencing and analysis of captured DNA fragments was performed using Illumina MiSeq system with MiSeq Reagent kit v3 (Illumina, Inc.). Sample concentrations were measured using a Qubit^®^ 3.3 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and Qubit™ dsDNA HS assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). The final concentrations for sequencing were adjusted to 10--12 pM with volumes between 350 and 420 µl.

The RNA analyses were conducted through similar processes to those of the DNA analysis, except for the early ribosomal RNA (rRNA) removal and complementary DNA (cDNA) library construction steps. The paraffin tissue blocks were sectioned to a thickness of 10 µm. Total RNA was extracted with Qiagen RNeasy FFPE kit (Qiagen Science, Inc.). The sample purity was evaluated by the absorbance ratio at 260/280 and those with a ratio between 1.8 and 2.1 were considered appropriate for further analyses. The DV~200~ of samples, the fraction of RNA \>200 nucleotides, was measured with Agilent 4200 TapeStation system (Agilent Technologies, Inc.) and only those samples with a DV~200~\>70% were selected for further analysis according to the manufacturer\'s guidelines. The rRNA was depleted from the total RNA samples using NEBNext^®^ rRNA Depletion kit (New England Biolabs, Inc.), and then the RNA samples were amplified by RT-PCR to produce cDNA samples. Subsequently, the cDNA library construction, target sequence hybridization and purification were conducted using xGen^®^ Lockdown^®^ probes and reagents (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.) and Dynabeads M-270 Streptavidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.), according to the manufacturers\' protocols. The 30 different oncogenes included in the hybridization probes are presented in [Table SII](#SD1-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The sequencing and analysis of captured cDNA fragments were performed using Illumina MiSeq system with MiSeq Reagent kit v3 (Illumina, Inc.), with the same sample concentrations as for the DNA analysis.

### Statistical analysis

Fisher\'s exact test and Pearson\'s χ^2^ test were used for the statistical analyses. P\<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. To compare survival data, Kaplan-Meier survival analysis and a log-rank test were performed. All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 18 (SPSS, Inc.).

Results
=======

### Clinicopathological features

Between 2012 and 2018, 482 patients underwent ALK FISH analysis with small biopsies or surgically excised specimens of primary or metastatic NSCLC. For all patients, sections from the FFPE tissue or cell blocks, but no cytological materials or body fluid samples, were used for FISH or other molecular studies. The majority of the patients had adenocarcinoma (n=451) and only a small number had other histological types, including adenosquamous carcinoma (n=7), squamous cell carcinoma (n=11), large cell carcinoma (n=8) and pleomorphic carcinoma (n=5). This was partly because the NHIS in Korea only covers the cost of ALK FISH analysis for patients with adenocarcinoma histology. The majority of the patients with other histological types had been suspected of having adenocarcinoma in small biopsies but confirmed as otherwise in excised specimens or with additional immunohistochemical studies. All 39 patients (8.1%) who were diagnosed as ALK FISH-positive had adenocarcinomas. The mean age of the ALK FISH-positive patients was 60.7 years (range, 34--80 years). This was significantly younger than the mean age of ALK FISH-negative patients with or without concurrent EGFR mutation (66.6 years; P\<0.001). The male to female ratio in the ALK FISH-positive patients was 1.44 (23:16), while it was 1.79 (284:159) in the ALK-negative patients. The proportion of females was significantly higher in the ALK FISH-positive patients (P\<0.001). The smoking history of the ALK FISH-positive and -negative patients demonstrated no statistically significant difference (P\>0.5). Of the ALK FISH-positive patients, 21 were never-smokers, and the remaining 18 had a history of smoking, ranging between 6 and 200 pack years. However, when the EGFR mutation-positive patients were removed from the ALK FISH-negative group, and the ALK FISH-positive group was compared with the ALK FISH^−^/EGFR mutation-negative group, the proportion of never-smokers were significantly higher in ALK FISH-positive group (P\<0.001) ([Table I](#tI-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="table"}).

At the time of diagnosis, the ALK FISH-positive tumors were significantly associated with more frequent nodal metastases (n=31; 79.5%) compared with ALK FISH-negative cases (n=295; 66.6%) (P\<0.001). A total of 30 ALK FISH-positive patients (77.0%) had unresectable stage III tumors with mediastinal metastases or stage IV with distant tumor spread at the time of diagnosis, whereas among the ALK FISH^−^/EGFR mutation-negative (n=215; 65%) and ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-positive patients (n=62; 54.4%) less proportions exhibited stage III and IV diseases (P\<0.001); and only 6 ALK FISH-positive patients could undergo a lobectomy for stage I or II disease. This indicates that ALK FISH-positive cancer cases were more advanced compared with ALK FISH-negative cases at the time of diagnosis. In total, 16 ALK FISH-positive patients (41.0%) succumbed to the disease within 1 year of diagnosis, while 92 ALK FISH-negative patients (20.8%) succumbed to the disease in the same period (P\<0.001) ([Table I](#tI-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="table"}). All patients were treated with surgery, chemotherapy, radiation and targeted therapeutic agents according to the tumor stage and genetic mutation status. Of the 39 ALK FISH-positive patients, 12 were treated with ALK inhibitors. Among them, 7 patients received crizotinib as first-line therapy, whereas the others were treated with various chemotherapeutic agents and/or radiation before starting treatment with an ALK inhibitor. No patient could undergo surgical resection due to the advanced tumor stage. All 12 patients started ALK inhibitor treatment after 2015, and those who received first-line ALK inhibitor therapy started after 2017 according to the NHIS approval for payment. The duration of treatment ranged between 1 and 24 months. Overall, 1 patient had to stop crizotinib treatment after 1 month of administration due to severe hepatotoxicity. Another patient, who had been heavily treated with various chemotherapeutic regimens and radiation before ALK inhibitor treatment, demonstrated partial response to crizotinib and ceritinib for 13 months, then returned to chemotherapy due to disease progression, succumbed to the disease 3 months later. Considering that only a small number of patients had tried ALK inhibitor drugs, and an even lower number had received it as first-line treatment, it was considered that the influence of treatment with an ALK inhibitor on the survival of patients would not be substantial in the present study.

Of the 482 patients evaluated by ALK FISH, 313 were also evaluated by ALK (5A4) IHC staining. A total of 74 tumors were positively stained for ALK (23.6%), and among them 27 were also ALK FISH-positive. The concordance rate between ALK FISH and IHC in the present study was 81.2%. The clinicopathological features of ALK IHC-positive patients were similar to those of ALK FISH-positive patients. The mean age was 63.7 years. At the time of diagnosis, 58 patients had nodal metastases (78.4%) and 57 had stage III or IV diseases (77.0%). The number of patients who succumbed to the disease within 1 year of diagnosis was 31 (41.9%) ([Table I](#tI-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="table"}).

Since all patients suspected of having lung adenocarcinoma were also evaluated for EGFR mutation status at the Korea University Guro Hospital, all 482 patients tested for ALK FISH were also evaluated for EGFR mutation by peptide nucleic acid (PNA) clamping real-time PCR method, and 114 patients were positive for EGFR mutation (23.7%). Among the 39 ALK FISH-positive patients, none were positive for EGFR mutation. The unexpectedly low EGFR-positive rate in the present study may be because the patients were first selected among those who underwent ALK FISH analysis and therefore, not all patients who underwent EGFR mutation tests were included. Therefore, the clinicopathological features according to the EGFR mutation status in the present study may also exhibit some discrepancies with the generally understood characteristics of EGFR mutation-positive lung cancer. Nevertheless, the comparisons of clinicopathological features among ALK FISH-positive, ALK FISH^−/^EGFR mutation-negative, and EGFR mutation-positive patients in the present study are summarized in [Table I](#tI-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="table"}.

### Histopathological features

Due to the aforementioned reason, adenocarcinoma (n=451) was the most frequent histological type of cancer included in the present study. The glass slides were reviewed for subtype identification of adenocarcinoma. Numerous patients only had biopsies and the histological subtypes of the entire tumor could not be evaluated. Nevertheless, a number of tumors demonstrated mixed patterns of more than two subtypes, even in small biopsy specimens. The ALK FISH-positive adenocarcinomas exhibited various histological subtypes, including solid (n=26), acinar (n=14), cribriform (n=5), micropapillary (n=5), papillary (n=4), mucinous (n=4), and enteric (n=1) types. The most frequently observed solid pattern was present in 66.7% of ALK FISH-positive lung adenocarcinomas and the proportion was significantly higher compared with that identified in ALK FISH-negative tumors (38.3%) irrespective of EGFR mutation status (P\<0.0001). Notably, among the tumors with solid growth pattern, the proportions of ALK FISH-positive and EGFR mutation-positive cancers demonstrated no significant difference. The presence of the mucinous type was more frequent in ALK FISH-positive adenocarcinomas compared with ALK FISH-negative adenocarcinomas (P=0.0401). The cribriform pattern was significantly more frequent in ALK FISH-positive adenocarcinomas (14.3%) compared with in ALK FISH-negative tumors (5.4%; P\<0.001). However, considering the EGFR mutation status, the difference was maintained only between ALK FISH-positive tumors and ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-positive adenocarcinomas (P=0.0121), but not between ALK FISH-positive and ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-negative cases (P=0.0804). The EGFR mutation also influenced the presence of acinar, papillary and lepidic subtypes, which were significantly more frequent in ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-positive adenocarcinomas compared with in ALK FISH-positive or ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-negative tumors. In addition, among the tumors exhibiting acinar, papillary, or lepidic growth, the presence of EGFR mutation was significantly more frequent than ALK fusion. The histological subtypes observed in adenocarcinomas according to the ALK and EGFR mutation status are summarized in [Table II](#tII-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="table"}.

### Immunohistochemical features

The ALK FISH-positive adenocarcinomas were frequently positive for thyroid transcription factor 1 (TTF-1; n=34; 87.2%) and napsin A (n=29; 74.4%). TTF-1 expression was significantly more frequent in ALK FISH-positive tumors than in ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-negative tumors (P=0.0361), but not compared with in ALK FISH-negative/EGFR-positive cases (P=0.0544). Between the ALK FISH-positive and negative tumors, napsin A expression demonstrated no statistically significant difference (P=0.0694); however, the ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-positive adenocarcinomas expressed napsin A significantly more frequently than ALK FISH-positive adenocarcinomas (P=0.0046), although in both groups napsin A expression was very frequent ([Table III](#tIII-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="table"}).

### NGS

The present study analyzed five ALK FISH-positive and five ALK FISH-negative adenocarcinomas with customized cancer DNA and RNA panels ([Tables SI](#SD1-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [SII](#SD1-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The DNA cancer panel consisted of 80 genes associated with single nucleotide variant (SNV), CNV, and insertion and deletion (INDEL) mutations, and the RNA panel included 30 genes associated with gene translocation and/or fusion. All samples for DNA analyses revealed \>600× coverages, which were enough to detect variants of 5% frequency. All samples for RNA analyses revealed 1,000× coverages, enough for detection of gene fusions.

Among the patients with ALK FISH-positive adenocarcinomas, two cases of EML4-ALK translocation were detected, which were also positive in the ALK IHC analysis. However, three ALK FISH-positive tumors demonstrated no RNA fusion abnormalities. In total, 1 patient exhibited an EGFR L858R mutation, which was not detected in PNA clamping, and another had an ERBB2 exon 20 insertion (A775_G776 in YVMA) which had not been tested before. Among the ALK FISH-negative patients, none exhibited ALK fusion in NGS. Furthermore, 1 patient was identified to have TPM3-NTRK1 translocation, which had not been tested before. One EGFR exon 19 deletion which had also been detected in PNA clamping, one ERBB2 exon 20 insertion (A775_G776 in YVMA) and one KRAS G12D mutation were identified in 1 patient each. Since the KRAS or ERBB2 mutation test has not been allowed in patients with lung cancer by the NHIS in Korea, the majority of patients in the present study, including those with KRAS G12D or ERBB exon 20 insertion detected by NGS, had not been tested before. The comparison of the results of ALK FISH, ALK IHC, EGFR PNA clamping and NGS analysis are summarized in [Table IV](#tIV-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="table"}. The results of ALK FISH, ALK IHC and NGS demonstrated significant differences, and the EGFR PNA clamping and NGS DNA analysis also demonstrated some discordance. Considering the NGS results only, patients with ALK fusion-positive adenocarcinomas exhibited no mutations in other oncogenes such as EGFR, BRAF, and KRAS; however, those with no ALK alteration demonstrated frequent genetic mutations in EGFR, ERBB2 and KRAS, even with the small number of cases tested.

### Survival analysis

The patients were categorized into the following four groups according to the ALK fusion detection methods and their results: i) Both ALK FISH- and ALK IHC-positive (n=27); ii) only ALK FISH-positive (n=12); iii) only ALK IHC-positive (n=47); and iv) both ALK FISH^−^ and ALK IHC-negative (n=227). The mean survival time of the ALK FISH^−^/IHC-positive group was 40.42 months and that of the ALK FISH^−^/IHC-negative group was 56.96 months. The negative group survived significantly longer than the positive group (P\<0.001). The mean survival time was 34.41 months in the ALK FISH-negative/IHC-positive group and 40.72 months in the ALK FISH-positive/IHC-negative group, indicating that the only ALK IHC-positive patients died significantly earlier than the only ALK FISH-positive patients (P\<0.001; [Table V](#tV-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 1](#f1-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="fig"}). The median follow-up time was 46.35 months.

Discussion
==========

In 2018, the World Conference on Lung Cancer reported the results of the first interim analysis from the ALTA-1L study, which compared the next-generation ALK inhibitor brigatinib and the traditional first-line ALK inhibitor drug crizotinib ([@b41-or-0-0-7399],[@b42-or-0-0-7399]). ALTA-1L was a phase III, randomized, open-labeled, comparative, multicenter, international study with 275 participants who had ALK fusion-positive, locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC and had not been previously treated with an ALK inhibitor. The primary endpoint, progression-free survival (PFS), assessed by a double-blinded independent central review, was significantly longer among patients who received brigatinib than those who received crizotinib. The estimated 12-month PFS was 67% \[95% confidence interval (CI), 56--75\] in the brigatinib group and 43% (95% CI, 32--53) in the crizotinib group, and brigatinib was associated with a 51% lower risk of disease progression or mortality compared with crizotinib \[(hazard ratio, 0.49; 95% CI, 0.33--0.74); P\<0.001\]. Currently, three ALK target therapeutic drugs have been approved in Korea, crizotinib (Xalkori^®^), alectinib (Alecensa^®^), and ceritinib (Zykadia^®^). Only crizotinib was approved as a first-line drug, while the other drugs are limited to second-line treatment. With the results of the ALTA-1L trial, there is an expected shift in generations among ALK target drugs in Korea. Investigations regarding the development of new drugs targeting ALK or other genetic alterations in cancer are proceeding rapidly and frequently as joint research with large pharmaceutical companies occurs. However, compared with the fast evolution of ALK-targeting treatment, the development of diagnostic methods of ALK aberration has been slow. Until recently, ALK FISH has been used as the gold standard for the detection of ALK fusion, and ALK IHC or NGS have only been used as screening tools or adjunctive diagnostic methods. Only recently has the Ventana^®^ anti-ALK (D5F3) CDx assay been considered a more advanced diagnostic method compared with traditional ALK IHC, and it has been approved in Korea as an ALK-testing method for selecting patients eligible for crizotinib. In the case of NGS, although it is the newest technology, with continuous development of platforms and data analysis methods enabling rapid and simultaneous detection of various genetic alterations including ALK fusion, its use has been minimal due to the high cost and incomplete coverage by the NHIS in Korea.

Prompt and accurate diagnosis of genetic alterations including ALK fusion can provide patients with the administration of appropriate drugs and thereby improve disease prognosis. Therefore, the present study investigated clinical, histopathological and immunohistochemical features that may be associated with ALK alteration and searched for other genetic changes that may accompany ALK fusion in NSCLC. The present study also investigated whether NGS, the promising, new method, could replace the traditional method of ALK FISH for the detection of ALK-positive NSCLC. Both ALK fusion and EGFR mutation were more frequent in tumors in never-smokers. The ALK IHC- or ALK FISH-positive tumors were similarly associated with younger patient age, female patients, frequent nodal metastases and advanced stage (III or IV) at the time of diagnosis and higher 1-year mortality. The more advanced disease with frequent nodal and distant metastases at the time of diagnosis could explain the higher 1-year mortality and shorter survival in patients with ALK fusion-positive adenocarcinomas; however, definite evidence that ALK fusion was an independent poor prognostic factor was not identified in the present study. Several studies have attempted to clarify whether ALK fusion is an independent risk factor for poor prognosis in cancers; however, the results have been inconsistent thus far ([@b18-or-0-0-7399],[@b43-or-0-0-7399],[@b44-or-0-0-7399]).

Although the positive rates of TTF-1 and napsin A immunohistochemical staining were significantly higher than those of other antibodies in ALK fusion-positive tumors, the relevance of these markers to ALK fusion could not be demonstrated since both TTF-1 and napsin A are well-known markers for lung adenocarcinoma and are also expressed in quite a high proportion of adenocarcinomas with no ALK fusion. However, in 2017, a study reported that the overall survival was significantly longer in stage IV patients with TTF-1-positive adenocarcinomas than in patients with TTF-1-negative tumors (18 vs. 9 months) ([@b45-or-0-0-7399]). Considering that the patients with ALK fusion-positive cancers frequently had either advanced stage III or IV diseases, TTF-1 may act as a marker with prognostic value in these patients.

Although the NGS analysis in the present study revealed no concurrent mutations in EGFR, BRAF, and KRAS in the ALK fusion-positive adenocarcinomas, and historically ALK rearrangement is considered a virtually exclusive event with other driver mutations ([@b23-or-0-0-7399],[@b25-or-0-0-7399],[@b44-or-0-0-7399]), several studies have revealed that more than two driver mutations can occur in a small portion of lung adenocarcinomas ([@b24-or-0-0-7399],[@b29-or-0-0-7399],[@b46-or-0-0-7399]). In ALK fusion-negative tumors, different types of EGFR-activating mutations, ERBB2 insertion, KRAS mutation and TPM3-NTRK1 fusion were detected by NGS in one, two, one and one cases, respectively. It may have been due to the small number of cases submitted to the NGS analysis in the present study that no concurrent mutations were detected in ALK fusion-positive tumors. The NTRK1 gene, which encodes the high-affinity nerve growth factor receptor TRKA protein, has been known to fuse with various partners at low frequency and act as an oncogenic driver in different malignancies, including lung adenocarcinoma, colorectal adenocarcinoma, papillary thyroid carcinoma, neuroblastoma, prostate adenocarcinoma, and breast carcinoma ([@b47-or-0-0-7399]--[@b49-or-0-0-7399]). NPM3-NTRK1 is a type of oncogenic TRK1 fusion gene, which can be detected in various cancers, including lung adenocarcinoma, colorectal carcinoma and papillary thyroid carcinoma, and it is inhibited by TRK1 inhibitors, such as entrectinib and larotrectinib ([@b50-or-0-0-7399]--[@b54-or-0-0-7399]). The ERBB2 mutations, known as oncogenic drivers, are identified in 2--4% of NSCLCs, particularly adenocarcinomas of young and non-smoking women ([@b55-or-0-0-7399]--[@b57-or-0-0-7399]). Constitutive activation of ERBB2 gene by mutation causes overexpression of HER2 protein and subsequent activation of downstream PI3K/AKT and MEK/ERK signaling pathways, which leads to carcinogenesis ([@b58-or-0-0-7399]). The ERBB exon 20 insertion identified in the present study is understood to be the most common type of ERBB2 mutation in lung cancer ([@b57-or-0-0-7399],[@b59-or-0-0-7399],[@b60-or-0-0-7399]). Studies evaluating the possibility of HER2-targeted treatment for lung cancer have been conducted and it may be possible that HER2-targeted antibodies or tyrosine kinase inhibitors could be a novel therapeutic approach for lung cancer in the future ([@b61-or-0-0-7399]--[@b63-or-0-0-7399]). Simultaneous detection of multiple oncogenic alterations, such as TRK1 fusion or ERBB2 mutation, is one of the strongest advantages of NGS testing. No genetic changes had been previously detected in those tumors with NPM3-TRK rearrangement or ERBB2 mutation prior to NGS in the present study.

Concerning the EGFR mutation, the results of NGS demonstrated a 90% agreement with those of the PNA clamping method. However, three out of five ALK FISH-positive tumors were negative in the NGS RNA panel analysis. The diagnostic agreement rate between ALK FISH and NGS RNA panel analysis was only 70%, while the agreement rate between ALK IHC and NGS was 80% ([Table IV](#tIV-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="table"}). Although the number of patients submitted to NGS analysis was small, such discrepancies among the three detection methods for ALK fusion cast doubts on the reliability of various detection methods and the overwhelming excellence of any one approach. Investigating the three ALK FISH-positive but NGS-negative cases more closely, it was identified that the rearrangement-positive cells, i.e., with abnormal split signals under fluorescence microscopy, were 16% each in two cases and 22% in the other case, all falling within or close to the range of borderline positivity of 10 to 20% ([Table IV](#tIV-or-0-0-7399){ref-type="table"}), which has been known as the primary source of discrepancy between FISH and other modalities ([@b64-or-0-0-7399],[@b65-or-0-0-7399]). The ALK IHC results in these patients were negative in two and positive in one. The FFPE blocks selected for NGS analysis were relatively fresh and contained enough viable tumor cells. The quantity and quality of the RNA samples were sufficient for NGS analyses. Therefore, in those two patients with ALK FISH-positive/ALK IHC-negative/NGS-negative tumors, it was assumed that the results of ALK FISH were false-positive. The borderline FISH positivity of 16% and the concordant negativity in ALK IHC and NGS also seemed supportive of this conclusion. These patients did not receive ALK inhibitor therapy. However, the third patient with ALK FISH-positive/ALK IHC-positive/NGS-negative disease started crizotinib treatment based on the FISH result and exhibited partial response and stable disease for 13 months prior to commencement of this study. Therefore, it was concluded that the NGS result was false-negative in this patient. The targeted RNA sequencing by NGS is known to be sensitive enough to detect gene fusions with FFPE tissue ([@b39-or-0-0-7399]). However, various factors, including fixation time, specimen size during fixation, and storage temperature and duration, can influence the RNA quality from FFPE samples ([@b39-or-0-0-7399],[@b66-or-0-0-7399]). Although the RNA sample of the third patient was extracted from the FFPE block stored at consistent room temperature for only 13 months and exhibited a DV~200~ value sufficiently high for Illumina sequencing, it still could have been degraded in the process of fixation and storage due to some unknown causes. The present study used stored FFPE tissue blocks that were not expected to be used for NGS analysis. However, if NGS is used routinely for the detection of genetic alterations and all specimens are processed from the fixation step to minimize the degradation of genetic material and submitted to NGS analysis without prolonged storage, it is expected that the test accuracy would be improved. Currently, considering the discrepancies among the results of ALK FISH, IHC and NGS, it can be concluded that no one detection method is completely reliable. Therefore, it would be reasonable to more frequently add other testing methods to ALK FISH for the accurate diagnosis of ALK fusion-positive lung cancer, even though the ALK FISH has been considered the standard diagnostic method for a long time.

The present study assumed that the ALK test results would be more reliable when two different modalities, for example FISH and IHC, agreed with each other. Thus, during Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, it was reasonably concluded that ALK fusion-positive lung cancer had a worse prognosis compared with ALK fusion-negative disease; the mean survival time was 30.17 months in patients with tumors positive for both ALK FISH and IHC and 56.96 months in those with tumors negative for both ALK FISH and IHC. However, in certain patients the results of ALK FISH and IHC were discordant, and the mean survival time was 40.72 months in ALK FISH-positive/IHC-negative patients and 34.41 in ALK FISH-negative/IHC-positive patients. The present study considered the possibility that this difference in the survival periods could reflect the accuracy of FISH and IHC tests, and the ALK IHC-positive group could include more ALK fusion-positive patients than the ALK FISH-positive group. However, also considering that the positive rate of ALK IHC was much higher in the present study than the previously determined ALK fusion-positive rate in lung cancer ([@b19-or-0-0-7399]--[@b24-or-0-0-7399]), the ALK FISH-negative/IHC-positive group may also include a number of false-positive cases. The shorter survival period could be due to other clinicopathological features, such as frequent nodal metastasis and advanced stage, which were frequent in this group. This high positive rate of ALK IHC was the result of staining with clone 5A4. It was hypothesized that the relatively weak stainability of this clone in NSCLC could have made it difficult to differentiate between weakly stained tumor cells and background staining, resulting in frequent false-positive cases ([@b67-or-0-0-7399]).

Nonetheless, the present study suggests that ALK FISH and IHC should be used together for more accurate results, and NGS analysis with an advantage of simultaneous detection of different mutations could also be considered an alternative to ALK FISH as the diagnostic standard. In the present study, TPM3-NTRK1 fusion or ERBB2 mutation, which were not anticipated at the time of diagnosis, were first detected in NGS analysis with a rather high frequency even in the small number of cases submitted. Even if a patient is known to have TPM3-NTRK1 fusion, they would not be able to receive tyrosine kinase inhibitor treatment, such as entrectinib, in Korea due to the lack of drug approval and coverage by the NHIS. Likewise, patients with ERBB2 mutations would not have access to HER2-targeted drugs at the time of diagnosis. However, considering the speed of the discovery of new therapeutic targets and the development of appropriate drugs, additional NGS results, even with no proper treatment at the time of diagnosis, would be helpful for future treatment decisions while monitoring the progress of the patient.

The present study confirmed that ALK-rearranged lung adenocarcinomas have characteristic clinical, histological and immunohistochemical features. Rapid and accurate diagnosis of ALK rearrangement is closely associated with the treatment and prognosis of patients. The present results emphasized that in practice ALK testing should be diversified; ALK FISH and IHC should be used concurrently to complement each other, and NGS analysis could be a good alternative of FISH. These conclusions were in agreement with the new molecular testing guideline for the selection of lung cancer patients for treatment with targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitors, which was jointly reported by IASLC/AMP/CAP, in that the role of ALK IHC and/or NGS analysis could be expanded further in clinical practice ([@b39-or-0-0-7399]).
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###### 

\(A\) The ALK FISH/ALK IHC (+/+) group was associated with worse survival than ALK FISH/ALK IHC (−/-) group (P\<0.001). (B) ALK FISH/ALK IHC (+/+) group was associated with worse survival than ALK FISH/ALK IHC (+/-) group (P\<0.001). (C) ALK FISH/ALK IHC (−/+) group was associated with worse survival than ALK FISH/ALK IHC (+/-) group (P\<0.001). (D) ALK FISH (−/+) group was associated with worse survival than ALK FISH/IHC (−/-) group (P\<0.001).
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###### 

Clinicopathological characteristics of patients according to the ALK fusion and EGFR mutation status.

                          ALK FISH-positive (n=39)   ALK FISH-negative and EGFR mutation-negative (n=329)   ALK FISH-negative and EGFR mutation-positive (n=114)   ALK IHC-positive (n=74)
  ----------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------
  Sex                                                                                                                                                              
    Male                  23 (59.0%)                 198 (60.2%)                                            70 (61.4%)                                             38 (51.4%)
    Female                16 (41.0%)                 131 (39.8%)                                            44 (38.6%)                                             36 (48.6%)
  Smoking history                                                                                                                                                  
    Never                 21 (53.8%)                 141 (42.9%)                                            72 (63.2%)                                             39 (52.7%)
    Previous or current   18 (46.2%)                 188 (57.1%)                                            42 (36.8%)                                             35 (47.3%)
  Mean age                60.7 years                 66.5 years                                             64.3 years                                             63.7 years
  Nodal metastasis        31 (79.5%)                 223 (67.8%)                                            72 (63.2%)                                             58 (78.4%)
  Tumor stage                                                                                                                                                      
  I                         6 (15.4%)                  83 (25.2%)                                           37 (32.5%)                                             7 (9.5%)
    II                    3 (7.7%)                   30 (9.1%)                                              15 (13.2%)                                             10 (13.5%)
    III                     9 (23.1%)                  59 (17.9%)                                           21 (18.4%)                                             25 (33.8%)
    IV                    21 (53.8%)                 157 (47.7%)                                            41 (36.0%)                                             32 (43.2%)
  1-year mortality        16 (41.0%)                                                                                                                               31 (41.9%)

ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; FISH, fluorescence *in situ* hybridization.

###### 

Histopathologic subtypes of adenocarcinomas according to the ALK and EGFR mutation status.

  Histological      ALK FISH-positive adeno-carcinomas   ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-negative adenocarcinomas   ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-positive adenocarcinomas   Ratio of ALK FISH positive adenocarcinnomas according to the histological   Ratio of EGFR mutation-positive adenocarcinnomas according
  ----------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
  Subtypes          (n=39) (%)                           (n=298) (%)                                                (n=114) (%)                                                subtype (%)                                                                 to the histological subtype (%)
  Solid             26 (66.7)                            131 (44.0)                                                 27 (23.7)                                                  14.1                                                                        14.7
  Acinar            14 (35.9)                              98 (32.9)                                                72 (63.2)                                                    7.6                                                                       39.1
  Papillary           4 (10.3)                             31 (10.4)                                                26 (22.8)                                                    6.6                                                                       42.6
  Micro-papillary     5 (14.3)                             57 (19.1)                                                31 (27.2)                                                    5.4                                                                       33.3
  Cribriform          5 (14.3)                           16 (5.4)                                                   2 (1.8)                                                    21.7                                                                          8.7
  Mucinous            4 (10.3)                           25 (8.4)                                                   2 (1.8)                                                    12.9                                                                          6.5
  Enteric           1 (2.6)                                3 (1.0)                                                  0 (0.0)                                                    25.0                                                                          0.0
  Lepidic           0 (0.0)                              20 (6.7)                                                   15 (13.2)                                                    0.0                                                                       42.9

Numerous adenocarcinomas consisted of more than two types of histological growth pattern. In such cases, each histological type was counted separately. ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; FISH, fluorescence *in situ* hybridization.

###### 

The immunohistochemical features of adenocarcinomas according to the ALK fusion and EGFR mutation status.

           ALK FISH-positive   ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-negative   ALK FISH-negative/EGFR mutation-positive
  -------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------
  TTF-1    34/39 (87.2%)       199/279 (71.3%)                            105/109 (96.3%)
  Napsin   29/39 (74.4%)       154/231 (66.7%)                            86/93 (92.5%)

The number of cases positively reactive for each antibody over the total number of stained cases was recorded.

###### 

Comparison of the results of ALK FISH, ALK IHC, EGFR PNA clamping and NGS analysis.

                                                                  NGS analysis   
  --------- --- ---- ------------------------- ---------- ------- -------------- -------------
  Case 1    M   63   Positive (18/50; 36.0%)   Positive   Wild    EML4-ALK       None
  Case 2    F   53   Positive (8/50; 16.0%)    Negative   Wild    None           EGFR L858R
  Case 3    F   53   Positive (8/50; 16.0%)    Negative   Wild    None           ERBB2 Ins
  Case 4    F   74   Positive (11/50; 22.0%)   Positive   Wild    None           None
  Case 5    F   44   Positive (25/50; 50%)     Positive   Wild    EML4-ALK       None
  Case 6    F   71   Negative                  Negative   19Del   None           EGFR 19 Del
  Case 7    M   53   Negative                  Negative   Wild    TPM3-NTRK1     None
  Case 8    F   49   Negative                  Negative   Wild    None           KRAS G12D
  Case 9    F   53   Negative                  Negative   Wild    None           ERBB2 Ins
  Case 10   F   73   Negative                  Positive   Wild    None           None

In ALK FISH-positive cases, the number and percentage of tumor cells with split signals were presented. ALK FISH, ALK IHC, EGFR PNA clamping and NGS. ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; FISH, fluorescence *in situ* hybridization; IHC, immunohistochemistry; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; PNA, peptide nuclei acid; NGS, next-generation sequencing.

###### 

The mean survival months of patients according to the ALK fusion detection methods and their results.

                       95% confidence interval   
  --- -------- ------- ------------------------- --------
  1   30.172   3.713   22.896                    37.449
  2   40.718   3.446   33.963                    47.473
  3   34.412   2.020   30.452                    38.372
  4   56.962   1.270   54.472                    59.451

The patients were categorized into four groups as follows: 1, ALK FISH/ALK IHC (+/+) (n=27); 2, ALK FISH/ALK IHC (+/-) (n=12); 3, ALK FISH/ALK IHC (−/+) (n=47); 4, Both ALK FISH/ALK IHC (−/-) (n=227). ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; FISH, fluorescence *in situ* hybridization; IHC, immunohistochemistry.
